Dear Sir,

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a debilitating condition which has profound impact over physical, mental, domestic and social life of an individual [1, 2]. Globally a trend has been observed that most of the traumatic spinal cord injuries result from either road traffic accident or fall from height [1, 3, 4, 5]. There are also variations in the cause of SCI in respect of area, culture and so on.

Bangladesh, a developing country of South-Asia region, despite being burdened with a population of about 160 million [1, 2, 6] has attained compelling achievement in health sector [3]. Evidence from available literatures, trauma of different modalities along with some non-traumatic causes are the principle element of SCI in Bangladesh. Specialized center like Centre for Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP) is a well-renowned institute which plays a pivotal role in rehabilitation of the SCI patients in Bangladesh [2]. A recent study reported that approximately 390 patients per annum with injury to the spinal cord were admitted to the CRP [2].

Trauma was found to be the main cause of SCI and the incidence was 94.8% [2]. Among the traumatic causes fall from height is the most common cause [1, 2]. Interestingly bull attack was found to be as one the causes of SCI in Bangladesh. As reported by Rahman et al. [2] bull attack was found to be associated with SCI in about 2% (n=40) in five year duration from a single rehabilitation centre. Sporting injury, violence and often gunshot injury are also reported in United States [5] and in Sub-Saharan Africa collapsed tunnel during illegal mining is also reported [4]. These reports presented the variations of SCI cause in different aspects. Though various countries like the United State, Spain, Mexico, and Australia have a much higher number of livestock handling in comparison to Bangladesh yet bull attack or attack by animal is yet to be reported as a significant cause of traumatic SCI. Other forms of injury such as bull goring, blunt abdominal trauma was quite commonly mentioned [7] but not Spinal cord injury of any form. Whether this mode of spinal cord injury by bull attack occurred due to lack of proper knowledge of animal husbandry or unsafe mode of animal handling was not mentioned in the findings. It alerts the authors that ‘this fairly new and interesting phenomenon’ [2] might be further researched so that the cause can be addressed and awareness can be developed among the people regarding the debilitating consequences of SCI.
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